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This month we feature three articles by John Lister..  

Windows 10 to Only Get Security Fixes 

 
By John Lister on March, 26 2020 in “Infopackets.com”. 

Microsoft is switching to a "security updates only" model for Windows from May until further 

notice. The idea is to limit the risk of creating bugs while many people are working from home 

without IT support staff. 

The change affects what are known internally at Microsoft as C and D updates. Those roll out on 

the third and fourth week of the month and contain previews and testing of new features that are 

planned for a main release the following month. 

Microsoft will continue with the B update on the second Tuesday of each month, unofficially 

known as Patch Tuesday. However, this will now only contain security fixes. 



According to Microsoft, the schedule change is "to ensure business continuity and to keep our 

customers protected and productive." It also specifically refers to the "public health situation" 

and its impact on customers. (Source: microsoft.com) 

Home Workers Key To Decision 

Reading between the lines, it's clear this is a response to the COVID-19 pandemic and the fact 

that many people around the world are now working from home. That makes it much harder for a 

business's IT department to handle any problems with in-person support impossible and many 

workers using computers that aren't connected to an office network in the normal way. (Source: 

thurrott.com) 

Another issue is that many users will have hardware and peripheral devices that aren't part of 

their normal work set-up. 

That leaves a balancing act between avoiding any unforeseen changes to Windows that create 

new problems and failing to tackle newly-discovered security holes 

that not only risk damage but also disruption. 

Feature Updates Often Buggy 

While it's clearly not going to acknowledge this publicly, Microsoft will have made this decision 

in the light of many previous Windows 10 fixes that lead to new problems. It's raised fears that 

Microsoft's testing program simply isn't up to scratch for identifying problems that could affect 
users with particular hardware or software setups. 

What's not clear yet is why Microsoft isn't introducing the new policy for updates scheduled in 

April, or what criteria it will use for deciding when to return to normal updates. 

What's Your Opinion? 

Is this the right decision? Should Microsoft cease regular feature updates altogether and return to 

the model of less frequent, bigger updates with more time for testing? Are you working from 

home and, if so, what technical challenges have you faced? 

 

Microsoft Could Improve Google 

Chrome 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/release-information/windows-message-center#405
https://www.thurrott.com/windows/windows-10/233340/microsoft-to-pause-optional-windows-10-updates-starting-may-2020


 
By John Lister on January, 21 2020 in “infopackets.com”. 

The Chrome browser may soon put less drain on processors and battery life in Windows 10. 

Perhaps surprisingly, that's because of changes made by Microsoft rather than Google. 

The relevant tweaks were discovered by Microsoft as part of its work to rebuild the Edge 

browser that comes with Windows 10. Originally it ran on Microsoft code 

, but the new version of Edge is now based on Chromium. For those unaware, Chromium is an 

open source project, which is the basis of Google's Chrome browser. 

Microsoft found one cause of battery drain was disk caching during online video playback. In 

simple terms, it means the computer continually downloads a small section of video that's just 

ahead of the part that's currently streaming. 

If there's a glitch in the Internet connection, the browser can switch to playing from the 

downloaded data until the connection is back online. If the glitch is short enough - and the 

downloaded section long enough - the viewer shouldn't see any interruption. 

New Code Checks For Battery Use 

Microsoft felt some of this disk caching was unnecessary when weighed against the fact it means 

the hard drive has to be continually active. That's particularly bad news when it comes to battery 

life on laptops. 

The solution was incredibly simple: Microsoft simply added a section of code that checks if a 

device is running on battery or is connected to a power outlet. If it's on battery, the browser 

minimizes the disk caching. (Source: techradar.com) 

Another section of code added by Microsoft works in all cases. Simply put, it makes sure the 

amount of data the browser plans to download in one go as part of the caching doesn't exceed 

what the browser can actually handle. That removes wasted downloading and caching. 

Google Could Adopt Changes 

In both cases, Microsoft has not only added the new code to Edge, but has shared it through the 

open source Chromium project. That means Google has the option to incorporate it into Chrome. 

Google says it will indeed experiment with the code. 

https://www.techradar.com/uk/news/chrome-may-soon-be-less-of-a-battery-guzzler-in-windows-10-thanks-to-microsoft


If successful, the changes will most likely be added to Chrome Canary, which is a test version of 

Chrome where more confident users can trial potential changes and new features before they are 

released to a new edition of Chrome that is used by the general public. (Source: 

windowslatest.com) 

What's Your Opinion? 

Is it good news to see Microsoft and Google effectively collaborating thanks to open source 

projects? Should browser developers and operating system makers work together more closely? 

Do you find Chrome drains battery too quickly on laptops? 

 

56 Android Apps Hijack Devices, Drain Battery 

 
By  John Lister on April, 13 2020 in “Infopackets.com”. 

 

Security researchers have warned of 56 infected Android apps that could compromise 

performance. They've been deleted from the Google Play Store, but could still be on users' 

phones and tablets. 

According to Check Point, the apps contain malware designed to hijack phones and simulate user 

actions to click on ads. That could run down batteries and eat into mobile data allowances. 

(Source: checkpoint.com) 

The 56 apps include 24 supposedly aimed at children, and 32 which offer simple utilities. They 
all work as designed: the problem is what's happening in the background. (Source: 

express.co.uk) 

Motion Capture Is Hijacked 
The malware, dubbed Tekya, takes advantage of an Android feature added last year called 

MotionEvent. 

It's designed as a way to better track movement, for example when a user swipes a finger or uses 

a stylus on the screen. The malware instead hijacks this process to falsely report "movement" and 

give the impression the user has not only seen ads, but has clicked on them. 

https://www.windowslatest.com/2020/01/19/chrome-may-soon-reduce-its-battery-usage-on-windows-10/
https://research.checkpoint.com/2020/google-play-store-played-again-tekya-clicker-hides-in-24-childrens-games-and-32-utility-apps/
https://www.express.co.uk/life-style/science-technology/1264698/Android-Smartphone-50-Apps-Battery-Life-Performance-Delete-Play-Store


The scammers behind the malware use this bogus info to claim royalties from advertisers for the 

supposed user views and clicks on website advertisements. In some cases, the fake clicks are 

designed to simulate a user that ends up on a checkout page. These types of fake clicks mean 

bigger royalties, because the supposed "customer" has converted into a potential purchaser of a 

product and is therefore more valuable to advertisers. 

In most cases, the device's actual owner won't see any of this activity as it will be displayed in a 

window that's behind the main display. The only way they'll realize something is amiss is when 

their device gets hot, runs out of battery quickly, or has unexpectedly high Internet use. 

Play Store Security Checks Fail 
The real concern is that these apps all got past Google's security checks. It appears the scammers 

were able to obfuscate the malicious programming code 

so that it couldn't be properly read by automated scans looking for suspicious or known 

malicious instructions. 

The apps have all since been removed from the Google Play Store - however, installed copies 

will remain on devices until users remove them. 

The full list of apps include: 

 24h Translate  

 Amazingkitchen  

 Aquawar  

 Armeasure Translate  

 Arplanner Sketchplan  

 Arsketch Quickplan  

 Artech Helpful  

 Best Translate  

 Best Translate Tool  

 Bestcalculate Multifunction  

 Besttranslate  

 Biscuit  

 Biscuitent  

 Breaktower  

 Burningman  

 Calculatepro  

 Carstiny  

 Cooking  

 Delicious Recipes  

 Digiv Weather Radar  

 Dressup  

 Fastdownloader  

 Folding Blocks Origami Mandala  

 Fortuneteller Tarotreading Horo  



 Goldencat Hillracing  

 Happycooking  

 Hexadom  

 Hexamaster  

 Ichinyan Fashion  

 Imgdownloader  

 Instant Translate  

 Jewel Block Puzzle2019  

 Letmego  

 Littlefarm  

 Livetranslate  

 Magic Cuble Blast Puzzle  

 Major Cookingstar  

 Major Zombie  

 Mcmc Ebook Reader  

 Mcmccalculator Free  

 Michimocho Video Downloader  

 Multi Translate Threeinone  

 Pro Translator  

 Raceinspace Astronaut  

 Smart Language Translate  

 Smart Tools Pro  

 Snap Translate  

 Spaceship  

 Splashio  

 Stickman Runner Parkour  

 Stickman Warrior  

 Swift Jungle Translate  

 Tapsmore Challenge  

 Titan Block Flip  

 Titan Translator  

 Titanyan Igsaver  

 Translate  

 Translator  

 Travel Map  

 Twmedia Downloader  

 Unblock Car Puzzle  

 Wego Translate  

 Withu Translate  

 Yummily Healthy Recipes  

What's Your Opinion? 
Do you trust Google to vet apps properly? Have you noticed unusual battery drain after installing 

a new app? Should Google  warn people when they have an app installed that has since been 

removed from the Play Store? 



 

 

 

No Comment! 

 

When the chips are all down, the buffalo is empty. 

 

 

 

 


